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, ABSTRACT

The National Storage Laboratory (NSL) at the National
Energy Research Supercomputer Center (NERSC) is a prototype
facility which Is developing data storage and retrieval techniques /
using hardware that Includesa hierarchy of storage devlees. The
ultimate goal is to store terabytes of data and achieve rapid
retrieval times compatible with the type of media where the data
is s_red.

Files stored in the NSL are accessed directly using the
Network File System (NFS); In the future, the Andrew File
System (AFS) is expected to be used. System level control of files
is available using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or a set of
program-callable routines. We have experimented with storing
and retrieving data from fusion experiments at LLNL and at
General Atomics in San Diego, California, using computers \ /
running UNIX and VMS operating systems. We discuss some

-- _ M_rlte
Issues associated with accessing flies whose names are known,
but which are not Immediately available, the time required for -.,_------cacne
retrieval, and other pertinent parameters.

INTRODUCTION Fig. 1 An example of a complex hierarchy

The NSL potentially has a complex hierarchy of storage
Two aspects of magnetic fusion experiments have led us to devices as shown in Fig. 1. Incoming files would be stored on

look at the National Storage Laboratory as a prototype for the solid slate disk, later migrating to disk, tape, and the remote
storage of data. First, existing experiments generate ever library; when a file that is no longer on disk is accessed, it
increasing amounts of data. For example, the DIII-D tokamak
experiment at General Atomics in San Diego is generating 30 would be automatically retrieved from the remote library or

tape. We are currently using only the part that migrates disk
to 40 megabytes of compressed data per shot. It is anticipated data to 8mm tape.
that the TPX experiment will generate a few hundred

gigabytes of compressed data per day[l]. Second, magnetic EXPERIMENTS WH'H THE NSL
fusion experiments are becoming national and international in

scope. One possibility for the management of this large We have been testing various methods of interacting with
amount of shared data is the use of a facility similar to the the NSL in order to understand the issues that may arise in the

NSL. future use of such facilities. We have accessed the NSL using
FTP and NFS from both UNIX and VAX/VMS computers.

The NSL development has several goals, such as direct Each access method has tradeoffs that must be considered.

connection of storage devices to networks for high speed The FIT) protocol is useful when the a complete file must be
transfer and multiple, dynamic, distributed storage moved into or out of the NSL, and with FI'P, a user or

: hierarchies[2]. We are primarily interested in the network program can determine whether a file is currently stored in the
, accessible storage hierarchy concept. The important concept NSL disk cache or not. Due to its ability to perform random

is that the data files are stored in a normal UNIX directory accesses to files, the NFS protocol is useful once a file is
' structure, defined by the software developers associated with

stored in the NSL and a user or program needs to access only
the experiment. The storage facility would maintain the

a portion of the file.
information about the physical location of the data; programs

would access the data independently of the physical location, _j _ ++,i:_ _+ °++"_<__i,_"
using only a UNIX pathname. _'_,_" _++,!: 5+,,' ++"+,,! _+
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the disk cache of the NSL. The operating systems and .$fdl$vmsfilel _'_

existing processes that we have used expect that if there is a
file system directory entry for a file then the file is

immediately available on disk; any error that occurs in I ....
accessing the file is fatal, and no retries are attempted. This

' expectation is not appropriate for the NSL, in which a file _ m
system directory entry will al_ays exist, but the file may not _ m

be immediately available. __. m ]
' vmsfile2 I

When the NFS protocol is used, the remote file system (the -__,,. I Library INSL) may be mounted either with a hard connection or a soft
connection. When the hard connection is used, the local Directory

process will wait until the file is retrieved from secondary Fig. 2 File and file descriptor locations
storage and placed on disk at the NSL. The problem with the
hard connection is that most processes are written so that they

just wait (since local data is normally immediately available) read from a VMS system using the NFS protocol, Muldr, et
without being able to report to the user that the file is being first reads the FDL file in order to determine the file

retrieved. The time to retrieve the l-de can vary significandy, parameters on the VMS system; it then reads the file and
depending on its migration location and the number of files interprets the data properly for VMS. No FDL file is created
being retrieved cor_currendy. The user may give up a_.d on the UNIX computer if the VMS file type is stream_If, the

interrupt the process; when the user tries again, the file may or only file type available on UNIX.
may not be immediately accessed. A user who does not

realize that there is a hierarchical file system holding the files As with other VMS processes, Multinet expects that the
may become frustrated at the unpredictable response. FDL file will be present on the UNIX system if a directory

entry exists for it. If there is an FDL file but it has been
With a soft connection, an error will be reported by the deleted from the disk cache, as shown for vmsfile2 in Fig. 2,

local operating system after a predetermined time-out period, an error is returned to Multinet and it assumes that the file

Existing processes often treat such an error as fatal and give type is stream If. In addition, the file type information is
up. The user may try again in a short time and the file may or cached in memory at the local computer, so even when the
may not be immediately accesse,d. The user may be frustrated FDL file is retrieved at the NSL, the local computer continues
by this behavior also. to treat the file type as stream_ft.

With FTP, when a user requests a directory listing, the FlY The b'TP protocol does not use the FDL file; therefore,
server at the NSL responds with more information than typical files with VMS-specific formats cannot be successfully stored
servers. Included in the response is an indication of the and retrieved using the NSL.
current location of the file, disk or tape. When a user asks to

copy a file that is not on disk, the FTP server reports back that POSSIBLE PROBLEM SOLUTIONS
the file is being restored from tape; however, the user must

keep trying until the file is restored. This problem with file types basically occurs because of
the use of heterogeneous computers and opt,n'ating systems. A

When the NSL is accessed from VAX/VMS systems, general solution to the problem is to use stream files and to
additional problems arise. We have tested only the Multine: require the application programs to interpret the file
TCP/IP package with VMS, but we woul_ expect that other information. The files generated at DIII-D can be handled in
packages would have similar problems, this manner. In general, the use of self-describing files may

be a solution to this problem. An example of such flies are the
One problem arises because VMS has _veral file types, tlierarchical Data Format (HDF) files defined by the National

whereas UNIX (and hence the NSL) has only one file type: a Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)[3]
stream file. When a file is copied from a VMS system to a

UNIX system using the NFS protocol, Multinet handles this There are several possible solutions to the file access
" dichotomy by creating an "invisible" file on the UNIX system problem.

as shown in Fig. 2. The filename starts with the string ".$fdl";

this file contains an ASCII de_ription of the file in the VMS We tested one solution in conjunction with the data
File Descriptor Language (FDL). The bytes from the VMS management system for the Microwave Tokamak Experiment
system are then stored appropriately on the UNIX system. (MTX) at LLNL[4]. In this system, if a user determines that a
Note that processes on the UNIX system cannot read the file shot data file is not available on local disk, the user requests
properly unless they can par_ the FDL file. When the file is



that the data file be retrieved from the local tape archive. A SUMMARY

set of processes retrieves the file and notifies the user when
the file is restored to disk. An additional process was added to The National Storage Laboratory is providing a platform
this system; before an auempt is made to retrieve the file from on which to test methods of storing and accessing large
local tape, this process determines if the file is stored at the amounts of data in a networked hierarchical storage system.
NSL. If so, the process accesses the l'de at the NSL to force a Our testing shows that such storage systems will be useful, but

b retrieval and then periodically checks to see if the file has that use of the hierarchical system must be fully incorporated
been retrieved. When the file is retrieved, the user is notified, into the system design.

At the time this process was added, the Fq"P protocol was not
available, so the operation depends on an NFS soft mount. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
This process could now be implemented to use FTP to
determine whether the f'ile is on disk or not, and if it is not on *Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
disk, to also use Fq'F' to force a restore. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory under contract number W-7405-Eng-48
Other possible solutions (which we have not tested)
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process could also be modified to handle the new types of
status conditions returned by the NSL. [2] S. Davis, P. Funk, P. ttagar, G. Oliaro, W. Rauch, W.
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